विषय कोड: Name of the Subject: Teaching of English
निर्देश: Answer all multiple choice questions, any three short answer questions and any three long answer question

**Multiple choice questions**
(Answer all questions) (Marks: 02 × 05 = 10)

Ques 01: Which of the following does not form the objective of English Learning?
(a) Structure and vocabulary  (b) Grammar and composition  
(c) The Linguistic and literacy  (d) All the above  

Ques 02: Reading loudly by the teacher helps the students-
(a) to learn the exact way of reading  (b) to enjoy the listening  
(c) to adopt good posture  (d) there is no use for the student  

Ques 03: Extensive reading helps in supplying-
(a) new vocabulary  (b) new ideas  (c) new thoughts  (d) all the above  

Ques 04: Phonic method help in providing-
(a) good body building equipment  (b) guidance to the pupils  
(c) a good and a proper knowledge of sound  (d) all of these  

Ques 05: Which is the shortest term to assess and evaluate teaching work-
(a) Test  (b) Examination  (c) Evaluation (d) none of these  

**Short answer questions**
(Answer any three question in **200 to 300 words**) (Marks: 05 × 03 = 15)

Ques 06: What are general aims of teaching English at primary and secondary level?  
Ques 07: What do you understand by Computer Assisted Language Learning?  
Ques 08: Explain different factors affecting language learning?
Ques 09: Explain merits and demerits of Direct Method of teaching English.

Ques 10: What are different techniques to increase speed of reading? Explain any two.

**Long answer question**

*(Answer any three question in 800 to 1000 words) (Marks: 15 × 03 =45)*

Ques 11: What is the difference between approach and method? Differentiate between communicative and constructivist approach in teaching of English?

Ques 12: What are different principles and maxims of language teaching? Why it is important for teachers?

Ques 13: What are different activities involved in developing listening and speaking skills? Explain with an example.

Ques 14: What are main steps of an ideal lesson plan? Prepare a lesson plan for teaching of prose in class VII.

Ques 15: Explain the concept of achievement test? What are different steps in preparing it? Prepare an achievement test on any topic of English for class VIII.